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Effect of remote sea surface temperature change on
tropical cyclone potential intensity
Gabriel A. Vecchi1 & Brian J. Soden2

The response of tropical cyclone activity to global warming is
widely debated1–10. It is often assumed that warmer sea surface
temperatures provide a more favourable environment for the
development and intensification of tropical cyclones, but cyclone
genesis and intensity are also affected by the vertical thermodynamic properties of the atmosphere1,10–13. Here we use climate
models and observational reconstructions to explore the relationship between changes in sea surface temperature and tropical
cyclone ‘potential intensity’—a measure that provides an upper
bound on cyclone intensity10–14 and can also reflect the likelihood
of cyclone development15,16. We find that changes in local sea surface temperature are inadequate for characterizing even the sign of
changes in potential intensity, but that long-term changes in
potential intensity are closely related to the regional structure of
warming; regions that warm more than the tropical average are
characterized by increased potential intensity, and vice versa. We
use this relationship to reconstruct changes in potential intensity
over the twentieth century from observational reconstructions
of sea surface temperature. We find that, even though tropical
Atlantic sea surface temperatures are currently at a historical high,
Atlantic potential intensity probably peaked in the 1930s and
1950s, and recent values are near the historical average. Our results
indicate that—per unit local sea surface temperature change—the
response of tropical cyclone activity to natural climate variations,
which tend to involve localized changes in sea surface temperature, may be larger than the response to the more uniform patterns of greenhouse-gas-induced warming.
Potential intensity (PI) represents a theoretical upper limit on
the intensity of tropical cyclones based on sea surface temperature
(SST) and the local vertical thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere10–12. With all other factors being equal, a local warming of SST
would act to destabilize the overlying atmosphere and increase PI
(refs 1,10–13). However, remote SST changes can also influence PI
through their influence on upper atmospheric temperatures1,17. In
the tropical free troposphere, where the Coriolis force is weak, temperature gradients are small and, on timescales longer than a few
months, upper tropospheric temperature anomalies are determined
by changes in the tropical-mean SST18. Thus, local PI in the tropics is
influenced by both local and remote SST changes1,17. This can be seen
on interannual timescales, with Pacific warming leading to increased
stability in the tropical Atlantic and contributing to reduced tropical
cyclone activity19, even though Atlantic SSTs are anomalously warm
during El Niño.
The effects of local and remote surface warming on PI changes
are clearly evident in climate model projections of the twenty-first
century performed for the Fourth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC-AR4; see
Fig. 1). Tropical SST is projected to warm everywhere in response

to the increasing greenhouse gases, although the warming is not
spatially homogeneous (Fig. 1a). The maximum warming is along
the Equator, the Northern Hemisphere warms more than the
Southern, and the largest area of warming is in the Indo-Pacific. In
the Northern Hemisphere Atlantic, a local minimum in warming
covers a broad area, extending from the Caribbean Sea to the northwest coast of Africa. In contrast to the SST, which increases everywhere, the changes in PI are mixed, with regions of both increase and
decrease (Fig. 1b). PI is projected to increase in most regions of
tropical cyclone activity during the months considered (June–
November), except over a broad region in the tropical North
Atlantic, where it decreases despite substantial warming. The projections of northern tropical Atlantic PI change show regions of both
large increase and moderate decrease. This figure emphasizes that
warmer SSTs, by themselves, do not necessarily indicate a more
favourable thermodynamic environment for tropical cyclone intensity1. This behaviour is highlighted by the contours in Fig. 1b, which
show the departure of local SST change from the tropical mean.
Notice that decreased PI is associated with regions that warm less
than the tropical mean and vice versa. The differing behaviour of PI
and SST is also evident in time series of the PI response to global
warming (Fig. 2 illustrates the behaviour with one model; Supplementary Figs 1–3 show the 22 IPCC-AR4 models used). Local
SSTs increase steadily in the tropics, whereas PI shows large decadal
variability, and may increase, decrease or show no change in the
long term.
Potential intensity can be computed from atmospheric observational analysis products20,21 since 1958. The regional structure of
PI trends in reanalysis products, and the difference between the two
products, can be attributed largely to the regional structure of the SST
changes (Supplementary Fig. 4). Because the stabilizing effects of
remote SST changes can be estimated by the tropical-mean SST
change, regions that warm more (less) than the tropical mean show
an increase (decrease) of PI, a behaviour similar to that in model
projections of global warming (Fig. 1b).
These results suggest that, when vertical atmospheric profiles are
unavailable, the departure of local SST changes from tropical-mean
SST changes can be used as a surrogate for PI. Although PI is straightforward to compute, it is dependent on the availability of vertical
temperature and humidity data. This is not an issue for model simulations, but it can become problematic for historical reconstructions
because observations of vertical profiles of temperature and humidity
are only available since the mid-twentieth century and are subject to
discontinuities in sampling and data quality. Thus problems may
exist with multi-decadal trends computed from data that span large
changes in observational practices12.
Here we make use of the relationship between PI and the local
departure from tropical SST change to develop a proxy index for
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~ , see Methods and Supplementary Information).
changes in PI (PI
Observational SST reconstructions22–24 from the 1870s onwards are
used to assess the implications of historical SST for long-term
changes in PI. Because regional aspects of the long-term changes in
~ changes
SST differ across the reconstructions25, we explore the PI
shown by three different reconstructions (ERSST22, HadISST23 and
Kaplan24; see Supplementary Information) to assess how differences
~ . In Fig. 3 we show the spatial strucbetween reconstructions affect PI
ture of changes for ref. 22, and those of the other two products in
Supplementary Fig. 5.
Between the late nineteenth century and the early twenty-first
century, June–November SST has increased throughout the tropics
(Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 5). The largest warming has been in the
northern and near-equatorial Indian Ocean, and the southern tropical and near-equatorial Atlantic.
In contrast to the SST trends, which are overwhelmingly positive,
~ (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 5) are
trends in June–November PI
mixed, highlighting the spatial heterogeneity of the warming and
suggesting that the long-term changes in PI have included regions
of both increase and decrease. For example, all products show an
~ in the northern Indian Ocean, a decrease in the western
increase in PI
tropical Pacific, and mixed changes in the tropical Atlantic (with
regions of both increase and decrease). Thus, even in the presence
~ suggests that
of warming ocean temperatures over the last century, PI
50° E

150° E

the thermodynamic environment in many regions has become less
favourable for intensification of tropical cyclones.
~ for the three regions used
Figure 4 shows time series of SST and PI
in Supplementary Fig. 1 and highlighted in Fig. 1a. All three SST data
sets indicate substantial warming in the three regions over the twentieth century. In the Atlantic sector, SSTs have been at unprecedented
~ is at nearlevels since the late 1990s, yet the tropical Atlantic PI
average levels for that period, and had its highest levels during the
middle of the twentieth century (Fig. 4c). The only long-term
~ has been in the Indian Ocean, and recent Pacific PI
~
increase in PI
has been lower than the long-term mean (the decrease arising
abruptly in the 1970s).
~ can
The combined influence of local and remote SST changes on PI
~ began to decrease in
be seen clearly in the Atlantic basin. Atlantic PI
the mid-1950s, even though local SST was not changing substantially
~ decreases by 0.6–0.7 uC from the 1950s to the 1980s, while local
(PI
~ was not
SST decreases by only 0.1–0.2 uC). This reduction in PI
dominated by a local SST decrease, but by the rapid warming elsewhere in the tropics (much of it in the Indian Ocean). Until recently,
the warming of the Indian Ocean has acted to stabilize the atmo~ changes that
sphere elsewhere in the tropics, modulating the PI
would have otherwise occurred. In the most recent decades (over
~ has
which Atlantic hurricane intensities have increased2,4,5,7) PI
increased substantially in the Atlantic, as the warming of the
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Figure 1 | Spatial structure of model-projected changes in SST and PI for
the twenty-first century. The panels show multi-model projections from
the IPCC-AR4 emissions scenario A1B (see Methods; this model archive is
now known as the World Climate Research Programme Coupled Model
Inter-comparison Project 3 database, or CMIP-3). Projections of
June–November change per uC tropical warming in a, SST (uC uC–1), and
b, PI (shaded, in m s–1 uC–1; ref. 11) and in the normalized departure of the
local SST change from the tropical-mean SST change (contoured, in
uC uC–1). MPI, maximum PI. The spatial correlation coefficient between SST

PI change per tropical SST warming (m s–1 K–1)

a SST

SST change per tropical SST warming (K K–1)

30° N

10° W

and PI changes is r 5 0.84. Changes are normalized by each model’s global
mean June–November surface air temperature change before averaging.
Boxes indicate three regions with time series shown in Fig. 4. This general
pattern of surface warming is a robust result of the IPCC-AR4 model
projections for the twenty-first century: all of the models show a maximum
warming along the Equator26 and the meridional asymmetry across the
Equator, and 16 of those 22 models show the local minimum in the North
Atlantic.
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Indian Ocean has lessened but warming in the Atlantic has accelerated. Even though Atlantic PI changes since the 1950s have not
tracked those of SST, Atlantic tropical cyclone activity has shown a
pronounced increase and tracked SST since the 1950s (refs 2,4,10),
suggesting that the tropical cyclone activity changes involve factors
other than PI as derived in ref. 11, such as vertical wind shear or
atmospheric humidity2,6,9,10,25.
The rapid twentieth -century warming of the Indian Ocean had a
~ locally than it did on the Atlantic. As Indian
different effect on PI
Ocean SSTs warmed rapidly between the mid-1950s and the 1990s
~ . In recent years, Indian
they were tracked by an increase in local PI
Ocean temperatures have remained relatively steady while the rest of
the tropics have continued to warm, and this has led to a decrease in
~.
Indian Ocean PI
~ is able to capture much of the structure of PI changes,
Although PI
it cannot describe tropical-mean changes in PI. However, regional
changes in PI tend to be substantially larger in magnitude than
tropical-mean changes, and tropical-mean PI changes can be positive
or negative and are poorly constrained by tropical-mean SST changes
(see Supplementary Fig. 6). The response of tropical-mean MPI is
nominally positive for the models shown in Fig. 1, but is not significantly different from zero given the large inter-model spread; efforts
should be undertaken to understand and constrain changes in
tropical-mean PI.
These results emphasize the importance of understanding the
regional structure of SST changes in response to anthropogenic forcing. For example, the projected increase in Northern Hemisphere

June–November PI in response to increased CO2 (Fig. 1b) is not tied
to the ‘global’ nature of the warming (see Supplementary Fig. 6), but
rather to the fact that the model warming shows a meridional asymmetry, being larger in the Northern Hemisphere tropics (Fig. 1a). The
prominent decreases in PI in the subsiding regions of the Southern
Hemisphere (Fig. 1b) would not directly influence storm intensity (as
tropical cyclones do not typically form in those regions), yet the
remote influence of the Southern Hemisphere minimum in warming
would be to enhance the PI increase in the Northern Hemisphere.
The equatorial intensification of tropical ocean warming in model
projections for the twenty-first century26 places the maximum tropical PI increase equatorward of 5u latitude, where planetary vorticity is
of small amplitude and thus limits the direct impact of the largest
projected SST increases on tropical cyclones; however, the large projected near-equatorial warming also acts to moderate remote PI
increases.
A corollary of these results is that localized SST changes are more
effective at altering PI than a more uniform temperature change of
the same magnitude (see Supplementary Information). This suggests
that surface temperature changes driven by well-mixed greenhouse
gases, for which local changes in the tropics are dominated by a mean
warming (Fig. 1a), will be less effective at modifying PI (per degree
local warming) than those driven by internal modes of climate variability, which tend to have much larger spatial gradients in surface
warming. For example, given the regional nature of the SST changes
associated with the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation6, the Atlantic
Meridional Mode27, variations of the Atlantic Warm Pool28 or
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Figure 2 | Time series of June–November change in SST and PI. Changes in
SST (red lines, uC) and PI as derived in ref. 11 (black lines, m s21) are from
the GFDL CM2.1 scenario A1B projection in Northern Hemisphere tropical
regions (see Fig. 1a). Thin lines show the annual values, thick lines show the
5-yr running mean. Changes calculated from 2001–2020 average. Time

series of the changes in SST and PI over these regions for all 22 IPCC-AR4
models can be seen in Supplementary Figs 1–3. Notice that although SST
warms steadily in each tropical region, PI shows substantial variability on
many timescales, which can overwhelm the long-term change.
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Figure 3 | Century-scale trends in SST and an estimate for PI. a, Linear
trend from 1880 to 2006 in June–November SST and b, departure of local
SST from tropical-mean SST, calculated using the SST reconstructions of

ref. 22. See Supplementary Fig. 5 for equivalent figures using refs 24 and 25.
Units are uC per century.

differential temperature changes in the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic
basins8, these climate variations should have considerable impact
on Atlantic PI in addition to their associated wind shear changes—
much as El Niño does19. Thus, because of their combined influence of
wind shear and PI, these modes of climate variability should have a
substantial impact on tropical cyclone activity. More speculatively,
given the inhomogeneous character of model29 and observational30
estimates of SST anomalies during the Last Glacial Maximum, one
may expect that there may have been regions where PI was larger than
today, even though the world was considerably colder.

(a mid-range emissions scenario, with atmospheric CO2 stabilization at
720 p.p.m. by year 2100) for the IPCC-AR4. We compute differences between
two 20-yr periods: 2001–2020 and 2081–2100. We produce a multi-model
ensemble by averaging the response of 22 coupled general circulation models.
See online Methods Section for more details. These models do not explicitly
resolve the details of tropical cyclones.
Across the reanalyses and the IPCC-AR4 model projections, long-term
changes in the difference between local and tropical-mean SST change are
strongly correlated with those in local PI (r < 0.8), and the linear regression
fit between the two has a near-zero intercept (see Supplementary table).
~ ) as the difference between local and
So we define a proxy index for PI (PI
tropical-mean SST change. Further, the slope of the linear regression fit
~ in June–November is similar in the IPCC-AR4 multi-model
of PI to PI
ensemble (8.2 m s–1 per uC, although it can vary between models; see
Supplementary Information) and the reanalyses (8.6 and 8.2 m s–1 per uC for
refs 21 and 22, respectively), so we use a slope of 8 m s–1 to estimate the wind
speed equivalent.
~ must be 0, whereas tropicalBy construction, the tropical-mean trend in PI
mean PI changes can be slightly non-zero. However, both model projections and
historical reanalyses indicate that the tropical-mean multi-decadal changes in PI
are typically substantially smaller than the prominent regional changes (see
Supplementary Information).

METHODS SUMMARY
We use the potential intensity (PI) derived in ref. 11 to characterize the largescale thermodynamic environment for tropical cyclone intensification. From
model and reanalysis data we compute PI using monthly mean atmospheric
temperature, specific humidity, sea level pressure and sea surface temperature
(SST) data, and the algorithm available at http://wind.mit.edu/,emanuel/
home.html.
We explore changes of SST and PI projected for the twenty-first century using
a suite of coupled ocean–atmosphere models forced by emissions scenario A1B
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METHODS
We use the thermodynamic potential intensity for tropical cyclones derived by
refs 11 and 12 to characterize the large-scale thermodynamic environment for
tropical cyclone intensification. From model and reanalysis data we compute PI
using monthly-mean atmospheric temperature, specific humidity, sea level pressure and sear surface temperature (SST) data, and the algorithm available at
http://wind.mit.edu/,emanuel/home.html.
To explore twenty-first-century projected changes of SST and PI, we use a
suite of coupled ocean–atmosphere models forced by emissions scenario A1B (a
mid-range emissions scenario, with atmospheric CO2 stabilization at 720 p.p.m.
by year 2100) for IPCC-AR4. We calculate between two 20-yr periods: 2001–
2020 and 2081–2100. We produce a multi-model ensemble by averaging the
response of 22 coupled general circulation models (the 20 models with threedimensional atmospheric data used by ref. 9 and described in Table 1 of ref. 26,
along with the INGV (ref. 31) and CSIRO-Mk3.5 (ref. 32) models that became
available more recently in the IPCC-AR4 database). We also look at two additional emissions scenarios (A2 and B1, with atmospheric CO2 levels at 2100 of
855 p.p.m. and 550 p.p.m., respectively) to explore the relationship between
tropical-mean changes in PI and SST. These models are generally of relatively
coarse resolution and do not explicitly resolve tropical cyclone dynamics, but
they are able to represent aspects of large-scale climate conditions that are
relevant to tropical cyclone genesis and intensification, such as the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere.
To examine observed changes in PI and SST relative to the late 1950s we use
data from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting 40-year
Atmospheric Reanalysis (ERA40; ref. 20) and from the US National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Atmospheric Reanalysis (ref. 21). For each
reanalysis product long-term changes are computed as linear least-squares
trends over the period 1958–2002. As these two model-based atmospheric observational reanalyses are affected by data discontinuities and a changing observing
system, it has been argued that these changes affect the validity of the PI values
that are calculated from these analyses12. Nevertheless, we explore the relationship between changes in SST and PI in these products, to find an ‘observational’
analogue for the projections of future climate change of the IPCC-AR4 models. It
is possible that the overall tendency for a tropical-mean decrease in PI in these
products is due to inhomogeneity in observing practices12, yet the tropical-mean

changes in PI are small relative to the regional changes—which are the focus of
this study (see Section IV of the Supplementary Information).
We calculate long-term changes in historical SST over the period 1880–2005,
using statistical reconstructions of instrumental data, which take historical
observed SST data and use statistical methods to reconstruct global gridded data
sets. Because the long-term trends in different SST reconstructions can differ25,
we use three historical reconstruction products: the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Extended Reconstruction of SST (NOAA-ERSST;
ref. 22); the UK Meteorological Office Hadley Centre Interpolated SST product
(HadISST; ref. 23); and the Columbia University Lamont-Doherty Earth
Observatory’s Historical SST Recontruction (Kaplan SST; ref. 24).
These three SST products differ in their analysis procedure, with different
statistical reconstruction methods used to estimate the value of SST in regions
with no data. Also, the methods differ in the corrections applied to the data to
account for changes in observing practices (such as going from ‘bucket temperature measurements’, where the temperature of water taken using buckets was
measured, to ‘ship intake’ temperatures, where the temperature of the water in
the engine room intake was measured, to ‘hull sensor’ measurements, where
measurements of temperature are made using sensors mounted on the hulls of
ships), with HadISST and Kaplan sharing a correction algorithm that differs
from that of ERSST. These data sets also use slightly different data sources (for
example, the NOAA product uses only in situ measurements over the whole
record, whereas the source data for Kaplan and HadISST include satellitederived SST starting in the early 1980s; the source data for Kaplan and
HadISST include additional in situ observations from the Met Office archive
not present in the NOAA product). Although the overall tendency for SST
warming is robust, there are discrepancies in the spatial structure of the changes
in all three tropical basins. Until the disagreement between the various SST
records is resolved, we believe it prudent to examine all three and view their
differences as an estimate of the uncertainty in SST. The true uncertainty in SST
is larger than the discrepancy between these SST products, as they share many
common elements, so their differences are a lower-bound estimate in uncertainty. Also, and almost self-evidently, the further one extends the record back in
time, the larger the uncertainty. Nonetheless, these observationally based estimates of SST allow us to estimate the changes in conditions in the tropics since
the late nineteenth century.
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